Improving Productivity Through Flexible Space Separation.

Aluminum Repair Bay
Completely enclosed repair station.
Goff’s Aluminum Repair Bay is a complete vehicle enclosure
with curtain wall sides and a clear PVC tent-style top,
creating maximum containment separation.

Flexible design made to drive through.
Made with our vinyl curtain walls, Goff’s repair bay has a full
drive-through configuration, making vehicle entrance and exit
easy as ever by simply moving the curtain walls to the side. No
need to maneuver around walls with our flexible design.

Easy installation.
Eliminate the need for costly wall building and roof framework
by simply attaching Goff’s repair bay to your existing building
truss or shop ceiling via its single point drop down connection.

With Goff’s, excellence comes standard.
Goff’s Aluminum Repair Bay comes standard in a 12’ wide by 24’ deep, 4-sided
enclosure, with the height options of 8’, 9’, 10’ or 12’ to perfectly fit your space.
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1. Full length hook & loop velcro sewn on each side of curtain for
maximum containment when fully closed.
2. Vinyl floor sweep attached to the bottom of the curtain with
velcro to seal the gap between your curtain wall and the floor.
3. Chain weight sewn into lower pocket keeps curtain wall taut.
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Aluminum Repair Ready:
Manufacturers of aluminum vehicles are required
to follow specific separation guidelines. Aluminum
vehicles undergoing repairs must be separated from
vehicles undergoing steel repairs to prevent cross
contamination, which can compromise the repair.
Goff’s Aluminum Repair Bay checks that box and
allows you to meet requirements in your facility.

4. Clear PVC middle panel and tent-style top allows for natural light
into your enclosure, while maintaining maximum separation.
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FLOOR SUPPORTED

Two Mounting Options:
•

Floor supported option for the ability
to place your Aluminum Repair Bay
anywhere in your building.

•

Suspend your Aluminum Repair Bay
from the ceiling by suspending from
existing beams in your facility.

CEILING SUSPENDED

Options to fit your needs:
STANDARD

14 oz Vinyl Color Options:

HEAVY DUTY

Wind Ties

Filter Panel:

Cleaner & Shield All®:

Choose Your Color:

Secure your curtain walls in
cases where wind or negative
pressure is present. Available in
standard and heavy duty styles.

Easily removable & replaceable
filter panels available in 2’ x 4’
or 4’ x 4’ sizes, reinforced with
a nylon scrim pattern.

Easily & safely clean your entire
curtain wall with our Cleaner,
and provide a layer of protection
with our Shield All coating.

Personalize your curtain wall
by choosing between our 14 oz
color options to best fit your
companies branding.

Goff's delivers more than you expected.
With over 30 years of experience, the Goff’s team is committed to delivering the
most reliable and innovative solutions to improve efficiency in your facility.

(800) 234-0337 | sales@goffscw.com
Easily Installed

Guaranteed to Last

Here to Help

Expert installation is available for rapid
implementation, or included instructions can
guide your team through our easy to set up
system. Installation can be scheduled during
down time for minimal facility interruption.

Every Goff's Aluminum Repair Bay comes
with a 5 year warranty from failure in
normal use due to defects in material/
workmanship, and a lifetime warranty on
all track, rollers and hardware.

The Goff’s Customer Care & Tech Support
team is available to answer any questions
you have about your Aluminum Repair Bay,
making sure you get the most out of your
investment at your facility.

MADE IN USA
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